CHAPTER 1379

Everyone nodded together.

They couldn’t forget the scene just now.

The Emperor Xi Shu and Linda charged directly: “Where are you? Take us there!”

“He has already left, warn us not to follow, otherwise we will be killed without mercy!”

Several people looked ugly.

“This is…”

The Emperor Xishu instantly resembled a deflated balloon.

“Grandpa, but this is also a good thing! At least it proves that this gentleman is in North Hampton!
This way we have a high chance of finding him!”
Linda said.

The Emperor Xi Shu clapped his hands and said, “It’s really like this!”

“Well, you guys have done meritorious service, and all have rewards!” m.bg.

The emperor of Xishu pointed to a few people.

Everyone was ecstatic.

Almost died, but it turned out to be a blessing in disguise.

At this time, no one else went to mention Levi.

No matter how sacred the little gentleman is, Zoey will be relieved as long as there is nothing wrong
with Levi.

Songkui and the others were furious.

After finally finding Levi Garrison, something happened.

“Levi Garrison, are you too lucky? Can this make you go?”

Songkui showed incredible expressions.

Next, the Emperor Xishu and others stayed in Lopez’s house.

The Lopez family is in full swing.

Every day, big people from all over Erudia come to visit.

Levi Garrison has been investigating the Avengers.

However, there was a good message from the capital-the magic medicine mentioned before is ready.

Will be distributed to those who have contributed to Erudia.

Such magical medicine is needed even more for the important weapons of the country like Beishan
(Benny Quinton).

If they ensure their health and worry-free life, it can benefit too many people.

Erudia is a great wealth!

In addition, Levi was here to kill the enemy on this battlefield, and he absolutely needed this
medicine.

This is called the use of steel on the blade!

To play the greatest value of this magic medicine!

So when Erudia announced that he would reward these heroes, everyone had no objections.

Even if you give Levi Garrison a reward, everyone has no objection.

After all, this man once shed blood for Erudia’s head…

How do they know that Levi Garrison is now silently making great dedication to Erudia!

Even said that his credit is the first!

He deserves this reward!

Because this time the rewards for the important ministers of the country are all open.

So everyone can see it.

The fact that Levi Garrison got the magic medicine was quickly found out by Lopez and Black’s family.

“According to the gossip I received, the effect of this drug is absolutely exaggerated! It can help
people live, let alone prolong life!”

“Yes, it is said that during the experiment, this drug directly saved ten dead people. It was sent to
these people to save their lives!”

“It’s wrong, it’s wrong! This medicine is said to be invaluable! Foreign friends exchange for an
island!”

…

Songkui and the others became more exaggerated and exaggerated, and they were about to
exaggerate the medicine.

The effect of rapid recovery and longevity is wrong.

But coming back to life is absolutely exaggerated!

How can there be that effect?

how can that be……

However, the outside world has spread the drug to the magic.

There are even rumors that many people are going to grab it…

“Levi Garrison has this medicine?”

Said the old lady.

“Yes, Levi Garrison got it too!”

Everyone said.

“Levi Garrison wasted holding this medicine. I’ll give you a task-get the medicine back and I will
dedicate it to Big Brother! Big Brother will definitely be happy. Then the credit will be given to you!”

The old lady said.

When everyone heard it, their eyes lit up.

